Kitesurf spot guide – Sao Vicente, Cape Verde
Summary
Sao Vicente has a comfortable climate most of the year (exception is rain in
September) and relatively warm water (at most, shorty needed). It is a safe
place in many aspects. Crime rate is among the lowest among African
countries (with Seychelles), political stability is high (vast majority of
population is Catholic), vaccination is not necessary, there are no deadly
animals or insects to worry about, medical facilities are good (3 well-equipped
hospitals) and for kitesurfing: the main beach at Salamansa has a big sandy
beach and has nothing in the water you could hurt yourself on (such as rocks
reef, sea urchins) and no current to speak of.
What kitesurfers appreciate most about Sao Vicente is the amount of space
on the water, constant wind and the choice of conditions in a small area.
We’ve have agreed with the local government to try and maintain space on
the water to keep the island special and to optimise safety.
We deliberately want to avoid overcrowding such as seen during holiday
periods in Sal in Cape Verde, Combuco in Brazil, Langebaan in South Africa,
Isla Margarita in Venezuela and Boracay in the Philippines. We do this at the
main spot, Salamansa by monitoring the number of kitesurfers on the water and keeping the number to a maximum of 18. So far the largest number on the
water, ever, was 10!!

To keep track of the
numbers and provide safety
(constant
monitoring,
rescue service, safety boat),
we use color-coded lycras.
The costs of maintaining
this service are paid for by a
small daily charge: €1 for
advanced riders (white
lycra), €3 for intermediate
riders (blue lycra) and €5
for beginners (red lycra).
The wind blows nearly every day from mid-October until the end of June. On the rare occasion the wind does not blow (less than 10% of time), the windless
days are limited to 3-4 days in a row. The vast majority of our guests enjoy good wind every day during the entire stay. Of course, there are no guarantees.
So far we had 1 super unlucky guest experiencing 4 days
in a row with insufficient wind.
The variety of conditions is exemplified by the
Salamansa bay area. In one bay, you can choose, crossshore, cross-onshore and cross-offshore conditions
with waves from the right in small, medium, large size
and even a small flat water area. In case you want
more, just around the corner of Salamansa bay you
have Baia das Gatas with a small flat water area and on
the outside, waves from the left.

Sao Vicente is one of the world’s top kitesurf locations for those who have at least learnt how to get on
the board and ride the first meters.
For absolute beginners,
Sao Vicente offers great
conditions for the first
lessons. However, as is the
case with all Cape Verde
islands, the presence of
waves make it less than
ideal for the moment to
learn the water-start (getting on the board).

Level of ability, and kitesurfing style most suited to Sao
Vicente
All of our customers enjoy kitesurfing in Sao Vicente. Nevertheless, some enjoy
it more than others.
For beginners, all is good until the point for learning the water-start. This phase is more difficult in Sao Vicente compared to destinations with flat water (such
as Egypt). The waves, continuously try to put you off-balance. This does not mean that learning in Sao Vicente takes more time. In fact the average time it
takes our students to get on the board to ride the first meters is shorter compared to the average of all IKO-certified schools.

For intermediates who are only just mastering staying upwind and who have not been at
wave spots before, the waves seem daunting in the beginning. Usually by the end of their
stay, they like the bigger waves most, and love riding the swells. For intermediates with
higher ability, Sao Vicente is a perfect place to learn to ride the waves. Salamansa offers 2
practice areas for novices in the
waves: one in front of the kitecenter which is perfect to learn to
get through the waves (without
dropping the kite in the water)
and the other is just upwind of
the center. Here you can ride the
flat water to get to the small
waves. The waves here peel from
right to left, starting bigger, becoming smaller until a point where they no longer a break. The waves
here have very little power so you don’t get into a situation where you are in a “washing machine”
when you fall in the waves.
Most advanced riders already
understand that Cape Verde is
primarily waves. So if you only
like new school with handlepasses etc., then Cape Verde is
not really the best place. Of
course we have flat water
areas, but they are less than
ideal for large groups to be
sharing the area. For those already addicted to waves or those wanting to learn to rip the waves … Sao Vicente is superb and certainly one of the best places
on the planet.

Overall wind strength:
For riders weighing 75 – 85 kg, the most common kite sizes used are 8-12m.

Wind direction
The wind consistently comes from North-East (December – April) or
North-North-East (October, November, May, June). The season with
useful wind is significantly longer compared to most popular Cape
Verde destination: Sal. The reason: with NNE wind, the popular kite
spots in Sal have more wind obstruction (hill, Santa Maria town). At
most of the spots in Sao Vicente, NNE wind is clean (no obstructions).

Location of the spots on Sao Vicente
A = Salamansa downwind
B = Salamansa main beach
C = Salamansa fisherman’s
…….bay / Pont de Doca
D = Salamansa Fisherman’s
…….hut / Ponta Marigou
E = Baia das Gatas
F = Praia Grande Norte
G = Calhau
H = Sandy beach
I = Topim
J = Sao Pedro

Places with most often 12-13 knots (16 knots on good day):


Praia Grande Norte (East coast of Sao Vicente)
Wind & water conditions
Cross – onshore wind & reef break
from right with 0.3 – 2.5m waves

What makes it special?
Praia Grande is a big sandy beach with
spectacular backdrop of mountains.

When to go?
This place only gets enough wind (16 knots or more) when the wind at
Salamansa is at least 20 knots and comes from the NNE Alternatively, with
at least 18 knots at Salamansa you can start from Baia das Gatas and do a
little downwinder landing at Praia Norte.
How to get there?
By normal road, followed by a short walk to the beach. There is no public
transport to this spot.
The kitesurf center has a shuttle bus that can take you here from where you
stay in Mindelo.

Level of
ability
required
3-5

Any facilities?

Possible to launch from
land?

Any restrictions?

No, but Baia das Gates is within 30 min walking distance.

Yes

No

Places with most often 13-14 knots (17 knots on good day):


Baia das Gatas, North-East side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water conditions
What makes it special?
Cross-shore wind with flat water
Although very small, Baia das Gatas is
and knee to waist deep water + on the only permanent flat water, kneethe outside reef break from left
to-waist deep spot on the Cape Verde
with 0.3 – 1.5m waves.
islands.
When to go?
Once in a while, the waves at Salamansa main beach are gigantic and even
Salamansa fisherman’s bay is no longer flat. For those wanting to escape the
waves all-together, this is a good place to visit on those days. For advanced
riders, this place starts working well when the tide is high, the wind comes
from NE or E and the strength at Salamansa is at least 19 knots.
To get to the waves, it’s best to launch before peak tide.
How to get there?
By normal road. There is public transport to this spot by Hiace from Mindelo.
The kitesurf center has a shuttle bus that can take you here from where you
stay in Mindelo.
Level of ability
required
For flat water: 2
(with assistance),
3,4,5
For waves: 4,5

Any
facilities?
There are 2
bar/restaur
ants by the
beach.

Possible to launch from land?

Any restrictions?

Yes. When going for the first time, it’s
best to ask kitesurf center staff to come
with you to point the (many) dangers of
the spot.

Only space for 2 on the water on the flat water area. Not
possible to ride here at low tide.
For the waves on the outside: there is a channel to kite
through going from flat water, past rocks to the waves. To
land, it is safer to continue downwind and land at Praia
Norte.



Sandy beach, south coast of Sao Vicente
Wind & water conditions
Cross – offshore wind & reef breaks
from left and right with 0.3 – 2.5m
waves

What makes it special?
This is a supreme wave spot popular with the
surfers (national championships are held
here). Super clean waves often forming tubes

When to go?
This spot only works with wind coming from NE or E and swell coming from NE
(mainly winter) or SE, S, SW (mainly summer).
How to get there?
No public transport. By dirt road that can be driven with a normal car.

Level of ability
required
4 (with boat
assistance), 5

Any facilities?

Possible to launch from land?

Any restrictions?

No, nothing. You are on your
own. No towns nearby, nobody
to safe you.

Yes. When going for the first time, it’s best to ask
kitesurf center staff to come with you to point the
(many) dangers of the spot.

Very small landing and
launching area with sand



Topim, south coast of Sao Vicente
Wind & water
conditions
Cross – offshore
wind & reef break
from left with 0.3 –
2.5m waves

What makes it special?

This is a supreme wave spot. Super clean waves often forming
tubes.
The beach is a bit bigger than Sandy beach but wind is a little
less consistent.
When to go?
This spot only works with wind coming from NE or E and swell coming from NE
(mainly winter) or S (mainly summer).
How to get there?
No public transport. By dirt road needing a 4x4 car

Level of ability
required
4 (with boat
assistance), 5

Any facilities?

Possible to launch from land?

Any restrictions?

No, nothing. You are on
your own. No towns
nearby, nobody to safe
you.

Yes. When going for the first time, it’s
best to ask kitesurf center staff to come
with you to point the (many) dangers of
the spot.

Small landing and launching area with sand

Places with most often 14-15 knots ( 18 knots on good day)


Salamansa downwind beach, north-east side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water
conditions
Cross-onshore
wind with beach
break 0.3 – 2.5m
waves

What makes it special?

The cross-onshore conditions are good for wave experts wanting
to make radical strapless, off-the-lips. The scenery with mountain
backdrop is amazing. This was the spot for the global North team
to shoot pictures and videos for their 2012 product line.
When to go?
This spot works best with wind from NNE and swell from NE. On some days with large
tide differential and strong wind on consecutive days the beach break gets big,
making it difficult to get past the waves.
How to get there?
Same as Salamansa main beach

Level of ability
required
4,5

Any facilities?
Same as Salamansa main
beach

Possible to launch from
land?
Yes

Any restrictions?
This a controlled beach to keep numbers down and ensure
safety (rescue service)

Places with most often 16-17 knots (20 knots on good day)


Salamansa main beach , north-east side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water
conditions
Cross to crossonshore wind
with beach
break 0.3 –
2.5m waves

What makes it special?
This is by far the most popular spot. At peak times, you may find 4
(yes, four!) kiters on the water. Most kiters stay at the main beach.
More advanced riders also take time to venture out to other 3 spot
within the same bay (downwind area, fisherman’s bay, fisherman’s
hut). This is a safe beach with big sandy beach, no coral and no
rocks.

When to go?
This spot works well on most days when the wind comes from NNE and NE. On some
days with large tide differential and swell coming from the NW during consecutive
days, the beach break gets big, making it difficult for beginners to intermediate riders
to get through the waves.
How to get there?
By normal road. There is public transport to this spot by Hiace from Mindelo.
The kitesurf centre has a shuttle bus that can take you here from where you stay in
Mindelo.

Level of ability
required
1-5

Possible to
launch from
land?
Yes, totally
safe

Any facilities?
Kitesurf centre with person dedicated to safety with boat rescue
service. The centre has food and drinks and a sheltered sitting area.
Any restrictions?

This a controlled beach to keep numbers down and ensure safety
(rescue service)



Salamansa fisherman’s bay / Pont de Doca , north-east side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water conditions
Cross-offshore wind with flat
water + point break from
right with 0 – 2m waves

What makes it special?
This spot offers the opportunity to ride on flat water,
take a wave as a ramp to turn and return to the flat
water again.
When to go?
The wind here is more gusty compared to Salamansa main beach. Flat water and the
reef break close to the main beach are the main attraction. When the beach break at
the main beach gets big, and the waves at fisherman’s hut become monsters (e.g. 5-7
m), the waves here are more comfortable at 1.5 – 2.5 m and have a better shape.
How to get there?
First go to Salamansa main beach, then you have the option to kite to there (takes 10
minutes) or take a dirt road by 4x4 car along the bay.

Level of ability required
2 (with assistance), 3,4,5
Possible to launch from land?
Yes, but be careful of rocks & gusty
wind. When going for the first time, it’s
best to ask kitesurf center staff to come
with you to point the dangers of the
spot.

Any facilities?
Use the same facilities as Salamansa
main beach
Any restrictions?
This a controlled beach to keep
numbers down and ensure safety
(rescue service). To land, best to do
down-winder to main beach.

Places with most often 17-18 knots (21 knots on good day)


Salamansa Fisherman’s hut / Ponta Marigou, north-east side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water
conditions
Cross off-shore
wind with 1 point
break and 2 reef
breaks from right
0.5 – 7m waves

What makes it special?
One of the jewels of Cape Verde. Amazing scenery (mountain
backdrops). Amazing waves. Amazing water colours.

When to go?
This spot works well nearly every day with wind coming from NNE NE and E. When
the tide is high, you have the option to either kite upwind to get here or to launch
from here. At other times, you can only get here by kiting upwind.
How to get there?
First go to Salamansa main beach, then you have the option to kite to there (takes 30
minutes) or take a dirt road by 4x4 car along the bay.

Level of ability
required
4,5

Any facilities?

Possible to launch from land?

Any restrictions?

Use the same facilities as
Salamansa main beach

Yes, but be careful – we created a
path between rocks . Not possible to
launch from here at low tide. When
going for the first time, it’s best to ask
kitesurf center staff to come with you
to point the (many) dangers of the
spot.

No. To land, best to do down-winder to main
beach.



Calhau, east side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water
conditions
Cross-onshore
wind with beach
break

What makes it special?

Main attraction of this beach is the 1 extra knot of wind
compared to Salamansa and the possibility to have something to
eat / drink at the beach during the weekends.
When to go?
This spot works best when the wind is coming from NNE.
How to get there?
By normal road.

Level of ability
required
3 (with
assistance) 4,5

Any facilities?
During the weekend, there
is a place open that serves
food and drinks.

Possible to launch from
land?
Yes. When going for the first
time, it’s best to ask kitesurf
center staff to come with
you to point the dangers of
the spot.

Any restrictions?
No

Places with most often 19 – 20 knots (22 knots on good days)


East of Ponta do Espia, Santa Luzia
Wind & water
conditions
Off-shore wind with
flat water behind a
beach break.

What makes it special?

Santa Lucia has the largest white sandy beach of the Cape Verde
islands. The water is full of fish and the colours are amazing. This
island is a nature reserve
When to go?
Best to go when the swell is not too big so avoid days with big waves.
How to get there?
Only possible to get here by hiring a boat. Ask the kitesurf center to arrange this.
Level of ability
required
3 (with boat
assistance), 4-5

Any facilities?

Possible to launch from land?

No, nothing. You are on your own. No
towns nearby, nobody to safe you.

Not officially, island is protected
nature reserve

Any restrictions?
It is not allowed to be on the island. Boat
needed.



Ponta del Sol, Santo Antao
Wind & water conditions
Cross-shore wind. The waves
breaking from the right on a
reef can be big (up to 7m).

What makes it special?
The waves are big and nicely shaped. The
scenery is impressive with the steep
mountains in the background.
When to go?

Works most days.
How to get there?
Take the ferry from Sao Vicente to Santo Antao, then take a car or public
transport (Hiace) to Ponta del Sol.

Level of
ability
required
4 (with boat
assistance),
5

Any facilities?

Possible to launch from land?

Any restrictions?

There are many facilities
(accommodations to
sleep and place to eat
and drink)

Only possible to launch and land from a boat (unless you are at world
cup level).To ride the waves, you need to be a professional. To be on
the ocean you need to be an advanced rider to launch and land from
boat.

This is rocks only with a
very small beach
without wind to get
back to.

Places with 20+ knots


Sea channel between Sao Vicente and Santo Antao, north-side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water conditions
Strong wind in a big
swell.

What makes it special?
The scenery of Mindelo with harbour in the background.

When to go?
The best time to be on the channel is when the wind is less strong than normal and
the waves are smaller than normal. To avoid the strong currents it’s best to go out
close to high or low tide.
How to get there?
Take a boat from Mindelo harbour.

Level of ability
required
4,5

Any facilities?

Possible to launch from land?

Any restrictions?

There are many facilities
(accommodations to sleep
and place to eat and drink)
in Mindelo

Only possible to launch and land from a boat.
To be on the ocean you need to be an
advanced rider to launch and land from boat.

No



Sao Pedro, west-side of Sao Vicente
Wind & water
conditions
Strong, gusty offshore wind and
shore break

What makes it special?
Flights coming in overhead.

When to go?
Level of ability required
The only time to go here is when you haven’t had
4-5
good wind for many days and you are desperate to
get on the water.
How to get there?
By normal road. There is public transport to this spot by Hiace from Mindelo.

LEGEND (Level of ability)

Any facilities?
There are many facilities (accommodations to sleep and
place to eat and drink)
Possible to launch from land?
Not officially (as the kites close to the beach block the
airport radar). Best to launch and land from the boat.
Any restrictions?
Need to launch and land from boat at least 100m from
shore.

1 = Total beginner
2 = Beginner
3 = Intermediate rider
4 = Advanced rider
5 = Professionals

- needs the beach to practice
- does not have the ability to stay upwind
- can stay upwind, but does not have all the expertise of the advanced rider
- full control of staying upwind, knowing how to self-rescue, knowing how to steer the kite when going through waves
- able to walk on rocks with the kite and time launching with perfections with surging swell

Transport to our centre at Salamansa beach
We provide a shuttle bus service taking you from any place in Mindelo back and forth to the centre (leaving Moindelo in the morning around 9 am and
going back to Mindelo around 18 pm). The cost per ride is €3 1 way for 1 person. If you are interested to use the shuttle bus please send us an e-mail
before coming to Sao Vicente on e-mail address: ola@kitesurfnow.eu
The alternative is to take a taxi from Mindelo (€10 per ride) or rent a car (around €50 per day).
If you need help with organising car rental please ask us.

